Contractors deserve a **fast, reliable, and trusted** lighting partner

Introducing the **Lumination® LIB Series** Linear In-Bay, designed for simple and speedy installations while delivering a low profile, seamless fit into multiple applications. As part of our ProLine® portfolio, contractors can meet tight project deadlines and requirements defined by builders.

- **Easy through wiring** with linking cords for long, continuous runs
- **Clip-in mounting brackets** with magnetic mounting option
- **Efficient**
  - Up to 145 LPW
  - Up to 3,000lm
- **Fast & simple installation** saves time, effort, and money
- **Connect up to 26 fixtures on a single run**
- **Low profile**
- **Multiple Length Options**
  - Available in 2ft, 3ft, and 4ft

**Lumination® LIB Series**
**LED Linear In-Bay**
Simple & Speedy Install

- Low Profile
- Lightweight (<1lb)
- Maximum connected fixtures: 26 (4ft) fixtures
- Available in 2ft, 3ft, and 4ft options
- Industry known push-lock connector for fast and secure power connections

Efficiency Focused

- Lumens: Up to 3,000lm
- Efficient: Up to 145 LPW
- Distribution: Direct, Frosted Lens 180°
- Designed to last - L70 @ 50,000hrs

Versatile Applications

- Ideal for both surface and undershelf applications
- UL153 For Portable Luminaires, suitable for damp location
- Fast & simple installation saves time, effort, and money

Contact us today. We’ll help you find the perfect answers to your lighting needs.

To learn more, scan the QR code or click the button below.
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